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Prerequisites

Students taking this course 
should have a working knowledge 
of Windows and macOS, along 
with familiarity with system 
administration and network 
technologies. 

Recommended prerequisites 
include a basic understanding of 
computer security, data encryption 
principles, and command line syntax, 
as well as knowledge of malware, 
antimalware, viruses, antivirus, and 
web technologies. Additionally, prior 
experience or working knowledge of 
Trellix ePolicy Orchestrator (ePO) and 
Trellix Agent is also required.

This course bundle provides an in-depth introduction to File and 
Removable Media Protection (FRP), tasks required to install, deploy, 
configure, and manage FRP, and basic troubleshooting guidance  
and tips. 

FRP delivers policy-enforced, automatic, and transparent encryption of 
files and folders stored or shared on PCs, file servers, removable media 
such as USB drives, CDs/DVDs, and ISO files, cloud storage services, 
and emails. This course bundle is designed as a practical starting point 
for someone new to supporting FRP.

Learning Objectives

After completing this course, learners should be able to:

 � Describe key features, components and use cases of FRP.

 � Install the required FRP software packages and extensions on ePO.

 � Deploy the FRP client software to endpoint systems managed  
by ePO.

 � Configure FRP policies, permission sets and server settings  
on ePO console.

 � Configure FRP for mobile devices and cloud services. 

 � Manage FRP keys, execute recovery tasks and perform  
user actions.

 � Describe the basic concepts of troubleshooting. 

 � Understand the troubleshooting tips for FRP.
.



Visit Trellix.com to learn more.

About Trellix
Trellix is a global company redefining the future of cybersecurity and soulful work. The company’s open and native extended detection 
and response (XDR) platform helps organizations confronted by today’s most advanced threats gain confidence in the protection and 
resilience of their operations. Trellix, along with an extensive partner ecosystem, accelerates technology innovation through machine 
learning and automation to empower over 40,000 business and government customers with living security. More at https://trellix.com.
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Who Should Attend

The course is designed for system and network administrators, security 
personnel, auditors, and consultants who are concerned with data 
encryption on endpoints. 

Enhance your expertise by exploring the fundamentals and key 
aspects of FRP, especially if you are new to working with or supporting 
this solution. 

Agenda at a Glance

1. File and Removable Media Protection Essentials – Introduction

a. Introduction

b. FRP Solution Overview

c. Conclusion

2. File and Removable Media Protection Essentials – Deployment

a. Introduction

b. Installation and Deployment

c. Upgrade

d. Conclusion

3. File and Removable Media Protection Essentials – Configuration

a. Introduction

b. Policies

c. Server Settings and Permission Sets

d. Mobile and Cloud Configuration

e. Conclusion

4. File and Removable Media Protection Essentials – Management
and Troubleshooting

a. Introduction

b. Management

c. Troubleshooting

d. Conclusion

How to Register

This course is available for 
purchase at https://training-portal.
trellix.com/


